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Tasks: 
WPA Improvement of Numerical Methods of the software package MUFTE-UG to be used on 
massively parallel compute platforms with up to 1000 compute cores.
WPB Access to the Norwegian High Performance Computing Infrastructure NorGrid with access 
to the supercomputers in Bergen, Oslo and Tromsø.

WPA Improvement of Numerical Methods of the software package

The  software  packages  MUFTE-UG heavily  relies  on  efficient  numerical  methods  to  integrate  the 
governing equations. MUFTE-UG uses the second order implicit backward difference formula BDF(2) 
for  time  integration.  The  resulting  nonlinear  algebraic  equations  have  been  traditionally  solved  by 
Newton’s  methods  and  linear  multigrid  iterations  using  ILU-type  smoothers.  As  these  methods  are 
optimal  only on moderately parallel  platforms with up to 100 compute cores the multigrid methods 
required a revision. Additionally, as the grid resolution could be increased with the higher number of 
compute cores, special improvements to handle increasingly sharp phase-interfaces had to be realized.

The task has been addressed by two adaptations of an advanced numerical method (locally damped SOR 
smoother) to the problems under consideration:

1. A variant of the stabilized block smoother, described in [1,2], has been realized. Originally designed to 
handle miscible displacement flow in porous media (1-phase-2-component-flow) it had to be ported to 
the 2-phase-2-component-flow models.  The method derives the violation of the so-called M-Matrix-
property  of  the  sparse  system of  linear  equations  and  derives  an  appropriate  damping  factor.  This 
methods efficiently handles dominant convection as well as advective terms which arise from the full 
linearization  used  in  Newton's  method.  A possibly  locally  strong  damping  of  the  block-smoothing 
algorithm is balanced by the BiCGStab-method [4], used as an accelerator of the linear solution scheme.

2. A Stabilization of the block inversion was realized to handle nearly singular block matrices. To this end 
a  measure of  the condition number of  the 3x3-blocks  have been implemented and the eigenvectors 
corresponding to the small eigenvalues are now sufficiently damped according to an adaptive choice.

The  realization  of  both  strategies  is  now allowing for  massively  parallel  computations  using  super 
computer platforms available in Bergen, Oslo and Tromsø. Larger problems can now be addressed or 
equally sized problems are handled in shorter times.



WPB Access to the Norwegian High Performance Computing Infrastructure

To gain  access  to  the  Norwegian  Grid  infrastructure  NorGrid an  application  server  (AS)  has  been 
established, which provides transparent and easy yet efficient command line access to scientists running 
CO2 simulations on the Grid (ARC). The AS has been equipped with sufficient disk space to hold the 
computational data returned from the Grid infrastructure. The functionality provided by the command 
line interface (CLI) is accessible by four commands:

• submit -  submits a job to the Grid,
• status - queries the status of all jobs or a particular job,
• cancel - cancels one or more jobs,
• retrieve - retrieves the results of a job.

The CLI interacts with a management database containing the information about jobs, users and the Grid 
infrastructure. The common workflow to execute a job is:

1. The user logs on the application server (AS) using ssh.
2. The user prepares a job using grid submit. This create the initialization, the tarball containing the 

software and updates the management database.
3. The user is able to monitor the progress of the job using grid status.
4. Once the task completes the final results or any partial results of the task will be available in a 

location defined by the user.

The service is realized by utilizing a Grid back-end, which  takes care of executing user tasks on the 
available Grid resources. The main components are the Grid Job Manager (GJM) running on the AS and 
the MUFTE-UG application runtime environment (RE) installed on the computational resources. The 
GJM is the main logical component of the Grid Back-end. It submits jobs to the grid, monitors job states, 
retrieves results and provides information about job progress. It hides failures from the user and supports 
complete re-trying of the failed jobs. 

The core components have already been realized in a preceding project financed by the Nordic Data Grid 
Facility (NDGF), see [3]. In the project reported on here, the environment has been development further 
to  establish  a  reliable  Grid  infrastructure,  which  is  able  to  handle  a  large  amount  of  parallel  job 
submissions at the same time, to improve the transparent return of the simulated results and to improve 
the error-handling. These steps were necessary to realize a production environment which can be used 
efficiently in the ongoing research project. The software MUFTE-UG can now be efficiently used on the 
supercomputers in Bergen, Oslo and Tromsø simultaneously.
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